Care & cleaning

Wool fabrics
Crevin’s wool fabrics are double-woven and blended
with synthetic fibre. For this reason, they are machinewashable. Our wool fabrics are inherently flameretardant and washing does not reduce their FR
properties. Wool is naturally easy to clean, however, a
complete stain removal cannot be guaranteed.

Dry Cleaning
Our wool fabrics can be dry-cleaned. Please consult
the product sheet of each fabric on this website. When
contacting a professional cleaner, show the product sheet or
refer to the sheet on the Crevin website. In case of doubts,
contact Crevin.

Stain Removal
1. Treat stains as soon as they occur.
2. Blot spills, liquids or oily stains using absorbent paper.
3. Wipe stains gently with a clean cloth using a solution
of lukewarm water mixed with a few drops of neutral
detergent. Do not rub.
4. Always treat the stain working from the outside inwards, to
avoid the stain from extending itself.
5. After the cleaning let dry at room temperature.
6. Do not use the sofa until the upholstery is completely dry.
Machine-washing
1. Wash the sofa covers inside out and with the zipper
closed.
2. When the sofa cover uses Velcro instead of a zipper,
attach a protective cloth or strip over the Velcro to avoid
damage to the fabric.
3. Use special wool detergents and do not use softener.
4. Wash at the recommend temperature for each fabric
(in case of doubt, wash at 30º C), using a special wool
washing program with delicate cycle.
5. Use minimum centrifugation.
6. Do not wash with other textiles and do not load the
washing machine excessively.
Drying
1. With the cover still moist stretch in both directions.
2. Dry flat at environmental temperature.
3. Avoid direct exposure to sunlight.
4. Assure that the cover is completely dry before usage.
Ironing
Iron only on the reverse side using a protective cloth between
fabric and iron at minimum iron temperature.
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